
  

CYBERSECURITY 

 
New Malware Targets Big Banks and Cryptocurrency Apps 

 
New malicious malware dubbed “Gustuff” targets big banks, fintech 
companies and cryptocurrency apps, according to the security firm Group 
IB. 
 
According to Group IB, which discovered Gustuff on hacker forums, the 
new malware is affecting Android devices and is “a mobile Android Trojan, 
which includes potential targets of customers in leading international 
banks, users of cryptocurrency services, popular ecommerce websites 
and marketplaces.” Read more 

 

 

 

DATA PRIVACY 

 
Utah Is the First State to Require a Warrant for Third-Party Data  

 
We write about data breaches and privacy issues all the time. We are 
desensitized in some ways to the fact that our privacy may have been, or 
will be, compromised and, quite frankly, many people now distrust some of 
the very companies with which they shared their information. California led 
the way regarding privacy legislation with the California Consumer Privacy 
Act of 2018 (CCPA). Washington, Massachusetts and Rhode Island are a 
few of the states with pending legislation to address data privacy issues, 
and we recently wrote about the possibility of federal privacy 
legislation. Read more 

 

 

 

ENFORCEMENT + LITIGATION 

 
Medical Marijuana Delivery App Agrees to Settle TCPA Case for 
$1.75M 

 
The “Uber of weed” app developed by Eaze Solutions, Inc. (Eaze) 
provides information to users about the delivery of recreational and 
medical marijuana throughout California. 
 
Unfortunately, Eaze allegedly violated the Telephone Consumer 
Protection Act (TCPA) by inundating its users with unsolicited, autodialed 
text messages about how to buy marijuana. The named plaintiff alleges 
that she never enrolled in or used Eaze’s services, but was inundated with 
texts from Eaze offering to sell her marijuana “at all hours of the day,” 
including at 2:10 a.m. She alleges that Eaze’s growth as the “Uber of 
weed” happened by “relentlessly bombarding existing and prospective 
customers with text messages and other digital spam, day after day, en 
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masse, without anyone’s permission.”  Read more 

 

 

 

NEW + NOW 

 
Workplace Privacy 

 
In the Privacy Law class I teach at Roger Williams Law School, we are 
discussing workplace privacy. Students over the years have been 
surprised that there are so few laws that govern employees’ privacy in the 
work place, and in general believe that workers have an expectation of 
privacy. The law doesn’t really reflect this assumption. 
 
The expectation of employees’ privacy has changed over the years. 
Although laws basically allow employers to monitor employees except in 
changing rooms or bathrooms, employees are starting to question the 
methods that employers are using to monitor employees. Of course, all 
employees pretty much know that their use of an employer’s computer 
system can be, and is, monitored.  Read more 

 

 

 

DRONES 

 
UPS and Matternet Team Up for Medical Supply Delivery Program  

 
Last week, UPS formed a new partnership with drone developer Matternet 
to deliver medical samples via drone. The delivery program will take place 
in Raleigh, North Carolina at WakeMed’s hospital, with program oversight 
by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the North Carolina 
Department of Transportation (NCDOT). Read more 

 

 

 

PRIVACY TIP #184 

 
Be Aware of Data Breaches and Security Incidents of Popular Brands 

 
There were several recent data breaches that didn’t make headlines, but 
are important to note if you are a customer. This week's privacy tip 
includes a recap of those breaches and shares ways consumers can 
monitor incidents. Read more 
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